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An incomplete Lagrange function is used to study saddle point optimality criteria
for a class of nonlinear programming problems under generalized convexity as-
sumptions. This study is further extended to certain class of fractional and
generalized fractional programming problems as well.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Rn denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space and let Rn be its
n n Ž .non-negative orthant. Let f : R  R and h : R  R j 1, 2, . . . , m .j
We now consider the following nonlinear programming problem:
Min f xŽ .PŽ .
subject to
h x  0 j 1, 2, . . . , m . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .j
 4For M 1, 2, . . . , m , JM, let KM  J be the set of indices i
Ž .which are in M but not in J. Let h x denote the column vector
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..T Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Th x , h x , . . . , h x and be partitioned as h x  h x , h x .1 2 m J K
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INCOMPLETE LAGRANGE FUNCTIONS 3
 n Ž . 4    Further, let X x R : h x  0, k K , and J and K denote thek
number of elements in the subsets J and K , respectively. For   R  J  theJ 
Ž .Lagrangian dual of problem P is defined as
TLD Max Min f x   h x . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J
 	0 xXJ

 In the usual Lagrangian duality 11 , the set K is normally taken to be
an empty set, a consequence of which is that X becomes Rn. However, in
Ž .general the set K may not be empty. To emphasize this fact we call LD
the mixed Lagrangian dual and the function L: X R  J  R, given by
TL x ,   f x   h x , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J J
Ž .the incomplete Lagrange function of the primal problem P .

  Ž .It is well known 2 that various duality theorems hold between P and
Ž .LD under appropriate convexity type assumptions, on the objective and
the constraint functions. Also under the same convexity assumptions,
saddle point optimality criteria are also available in terms of a saddle point
Ž .of the incomplete Lagrange function L x,  . However, it may be notedJ
here that there is no partitioning of constraints in the problem studied by

  
 Bazaraa et al. 2 and thus the set X of 2 need not be obtained through
Ž .the partitioning constraints h k K .k

 In order to have a deeper insight of the MondWeir type dual 10 ,

  Ž .Bector et al. 4 recently studied the incomplete Lagrange function L x,  J
Ž .and its associated Lagrangian dual LD from a different point of view.

 The main observation of 4 is the fact that the MondWeir type dual is
Ž .connected with the incomplete Lagrange function L x,  exactly in theJ
same manner as the usual Lagrange function
L x ,   f x  T h xŽ . Ž . Ž .
is connected to the Wolfe dual.
The purpose of the present paper is to study saddle point properties of
the incomplete Lagrange function and relate them to the optimal solutions
of certain nonlinear programming problems, in particular, for fractional
and generalized fractional programming problems. This will, of course,
require choosing a suitable incomplete Lagrange function for a given class
of problems.
Ž .In what follows we shall assume that f and h j 1, 2, . . . , m are twicej
differentiable and the symbols  and 2 denote the gradient and the
Hessian operators, respectively. Also, the vector  Rm will be written as
Ž .  J  K   ,  ,   R and   R . Any additional assumption will beJ K J  K 
made as and when needed.
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2. INCOMPLETE LAGRANGE FUNCTION AND SADDLE
POINT OPTIMALITY CRITERIA
This section is divided into three subsections. In Section 2.1 we study
incomplete Lagrange function and saddle point optimality criteria in
nonlinear programming, whereas Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are devoted to the
extension of these results to certain fractional and generalized fractional
programming problems by choosing suitable incomplete Lagrange func-

 tions. We need the following definitions in the sequel 7, 8 :
DEFINITION 2.1. A differentiable function g : S R, where S Rn, is
said to be inex with respect to the function : S S Rn, if for all x,
u S
Tg x  g u 	  x , u g u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
DEFINITION 2.2. A differentiable function g : S R, where S Rn, is
said to be pseudo inex with respect to the function : S S Rn, if for
all x, u S
T
 x , u g u 	 0  g x 	 g u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
DEFINITION 2.3. A differentiable function g : S R, where S Rn, is
said to be quasi inex with respect to the function : S S Rn, if for all
x, u S
Tg x  g u   x , u g u  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2.1. Nonlinear Programming
Ž .Consider the nonlinear programming problem P and its associated
 J  Ž . Ž .incomplete Lagrange function L: X R R given by L x,   f x J
Ž .T Ž .  h x . We now have the following definition:J J
 J Ž .DEFINITION 2.4. A point x,   X R is called a saddle point ofJ 
the incomplete Lagrange function L if
L x ,   L x ,   L x ,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .J J J
for all x X and   R  J .J 
Ž .  J THEOREM 2.1 necessary condition . Let, for all fixed   R andJ 
K  Ž . Ž .T Ž .  R , f    h  be pseudo inex with respect to  andK  J J
TŽ . Ž . Ž . h  be quasi inex with respect to the same . Let x be optimal for PK K

 at which a suitable constraint qualification 9 holds. Then there exists
 J  Ž .  R such that x,  is a saddle point of the incomplete LagrangeJ  J
function L.
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Ž . 
 Proof. Since x is optimal for P at which a constraint qualification 9
m  J  K Ž .holds, there exists   ,   R ,   R ,   R , such thatJ K J  K 
T T
 f x   h x   h x  0, 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .J J K K
T
 h x  0, 5Ž . Ž .Ž .J J
T
 h x  0, 6Ž . Ž .Ž .K K
  ,  	 0. 7Ž .Ž .J K
TŽ . Ž . Ž .Let x X ; then  h x  0 and therefore from 5 we haveK K
T T
 h x   h x , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .K K K K
TŽ . Ž .which, by the assumption of the quasi invexity of the function  h  ,K K
yields
TT x , x   h x  0. 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K K
Ž . Ž .Now from 4 and 9 we have
TT x , x  f x   h x 	 0. 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J J
TŽ . Ž . Ž .Therefore by the pseudo invexity of the function f    h  we haveJ J
T T
f x   h x 	 f x   h x ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .J J J J
i.e.,
L x ,   L x ,  ,  x X . 11Ž .Ž . Ž .J J
Again, let   R  J . ThereforeJ 
T
 h x  0,Ž . Ž .J J
Ž .and hence from 6 we get
TTf x   h x  f x   h x ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J J J J
i.e.,
 J L x ,   L x ,  , for all   R 12Ž .Ž . Ž .J J J 
Ž . Ž .On combining 11 and 12 we get
L x ,   L x ,   L x , Ž . Ž . Ž .J J J
for all x X and   R  J .J 
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Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let x,  be a saddle point of the incomplete LagrangeJ
TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .function L x,  . Then  h x  0 and x is optimal for P .J J J

Proof. The proof is similar to that of 9, Theorem 5.3.1; 1, Theorem
3.12 .
2.2. Fractional Programming Problem
We now consider the fractional programming problem
Min f x g xŽ . Ž .Ž .FPŽ .
subject to
h x  0 j 1, 2, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .j
 n Ž . 4where the set S x R : h x  0, j 1, 2, . . . , m is the set of feasi-j
ble solutions and f , g, h : Rn R, jM are twice differentiable func-j
Ž . Ž .tions with g x  0 for all x S. Since g x  0 for all x S, the
Ž .problem FP is equivalent to the problem
FP1 Min f x g xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
subject to
h x g x  0, j J ,Ž . Ž .j
h x  0, k K .Ž .k
Ž .This form of FP1 suggests the choice of the incomplete Lagrange
function L : X R  J  R asF 
Tf x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž .J J
L x ,   ,Ž .F J g xŽ .
 n Ž . 4where X x R : h x  0, k K . It may be observed here that thek

 Lagrange function L is different from the one considered by Bector 3 .F
We now have the following definition:
 J Ž .DEFINITION 2.5. A point x,   X R is called a saddle point ofJ 
the incomplete Lagrange function L ifF
L x ,   L x ,   L x ,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .F J F J F J
for all x X and   R  J .J 
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Ž .  J THEOREM 2.3 necessary condition . Let, for all fixed   R andJ 
K  Ž Ž . Ž .T Ž .. Ž .  R , f    h  g  be pseudo inex with respect to  and letK  J J
Ž .T Ž . 
  Ž . h  and a suitable constraint qualification 9 holds for FP1 . ThenK K
 J  Ž .there exists   R such that x,  is a saddle point of the incompleteJ  J
Lagrange function L .F
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. Since x is an optimal solution for FP and hence for FP1

  Ž .and a suitable constraint qualification 9 holds for FP1 , there exists
Ž   . m   J   K *  ,   R ,   R ,   R , such thatJ K J  K 
f xŽ . T T    h x   h x  0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J J K Kg xŽ .
T h x  0,Ž . Ž .J J
T h x  0,Ž . Ž .K K
*  ,  	 0.Ž .J K
Now following the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain
f xŽ . TT x , x    h x 	 0, 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J Jg xŽ .
  J Ž . Ž .for all x X. Therefore by setting    g x  R , from 13 we getJ J 
T
f x  h xŽ . Ž .Ž .J JT x , x   	 0.Ž .
g x g xŽ . Ž .
The remaining part of the proof follows on the lines of the proof of
Theorem 2.1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.4 sufficient condition . Let x,  be a saddle point of theJ
T Ž .incomplete Lagrange function L ; then  h x  0 and x is optimal forF J J
Ž .FP .

Proof. The proof follows on the lines of 9, Theorem 5.31; 1, Theorem
3.12 .
Remark 2.1. For the usual convex concave fractional programming, f ,
g, and h are convex functions. In case g is not an affine function, it will
Ž . nhave to be assumed that f x 	 0 for all x R and this will necessitate
Ž . Ž .T Ž .taking f u   h u 	 0 in the statement of Theorem 2.3. TheseJ J
assumptions are also required when f , g, and h are invex functions.
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2.3. Generalized Fractional Programming Problem
n Ž . n Ž .Let f , g : R  R i 1, 2, . . . , p , and h : R  R j 1, 2, . . . , m bei i j
continuous and twice differentiable functions. We consider the generalized
fractional programming problem
Min Max f x g xŽ . Ž .Ž .i iGFPŽ . n 1ipxR
subject to
h x  0, for j 1, 2, . . . , m ,Ž .j
 n Ž . 4where S x R : h x  0, for j 1, 2, . . . , m is the set of feasiblej
Ž .solutions and g x  0 for all x S and for all i 1, 2, . . . , p. Thei
incomplete Lagrange function L : X Y R  J  R for the problemG 
Ž .GFP can be chosen as
TTy f x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž .J J
L x , y ,   , 14Ž . Ž .G J Ty g xŽ .
 p p 4 Ž .where Y y R , Ý y  1 and f x denotes the column vector. i1 i

 Ž . Ž . Ž .T Ž . Ž .f x , f x , . . . , f x , and g x , and h x are defined similarly with1 2 p
appropriate number of components. It may be observed here that the
incomplete Lagrange function L is different from the one considered byG

 Bector and Suneja 6 . We now have the following definition:
 J Ž .DEFINITION 2.6. A point x, y,   X Y R is said to be theJ 
saddle point of the incomplete Lagrange function L ifG
L x , y ,   L x , y ,   L x , y , Ž . Ž . Ž .G J G J G J
for all x X, y Y, and   R  J .J 
Ž .To establish the saddle point optimality criteria for the problem GFP
we consider the following parametric program in the parameter  :
GFP F   Min Max f x g x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . i in 1ipxR
Ž .Now GFP is equivalent to the following nonlinear programming prob-
Ž .lem EGFP :
Min qEGFPŽ . 
subject to
f x g x  q i 1, 2, . . . , p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
h x  0 j 1, 2, . . . , m .Ž . Ž .j
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We now have the following lemmas 5 :
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. If GFP has an optimal solution x* with optimal alue of
Ž . Ž . Ž .the GFP objectie as *, then F *  0; conersely, if F *  0, then
Ž . Ž .GFP and GFP hae the same set of optimal solutions.*
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. If x,  , q is EGFP feasible, then x is GFP feasible. If
Ž . Ž . Ž .x is GFP feasible, then there exists  and q such that x,  , q is EGFP 
feasible.
Ž .LEMMA 2.3. The point x* is GFP optimal with corresponding optimal
Ž . Ž . Ž .alue of the GFP objectie equal to * iff x*, *, q* is EGFP optimal*
Ž .with corresponding optimal alue of the EGFP objectie equal to zero; i.e.,*
q* 0.
Ž .  J THEOREM 2.5 necessary condition . Let for all fixed y Y,   R ,J 
K  Ž T Ž . Ž .T Ž .. T Ž .and   R , let y f    h  y g  be pseudo inex with respectK  J J
TŽ . Ž .to  and let  h  be quasi inex with respect to the same . Let x beK K
Ž . 
 optimal for GFP and a suitable constraint qualification 9 holds for
 J Ž . Ž . Ž .EGFP . Then there exists y,   Y R such that x, y,  is a saddle J  J
point for the incomplete Lagrange function L .G
Ž .Proof. Corresponding to GFP -optimal solution x, let the optimal
Ž .value of the GFP -objective be denoted by . Then, by Lemma 2.3,
Ž . Ž .x,  , q is an optimal solution to the problem EGFP with q 0.
Ž .Therefore, in view of the constraint qualification, there exists y,   YJ
 R  J  such that
T TTT y f x y g x   h x   h x  0, 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .J J K K
y f x g x  0 i 1, 2, . . . , p , 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i
T
 h x  0, 17Ž . Ž .Ž .J J
T
 h x  0, 18Ž . Ž .Ž .K K
p
y  1, 19Ž .Ý i
i1
  ,  	 0, 20Ž .Ž .J K
y	 0. 21Ž .
T Ž . Ž .Let x X ; then  h x  0 and therefore from 18 we haveK K
T T h x   h x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .K K K K
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which by the hypotheses of the theorem gives
T T x , x   h x  0  x X . 22Ž . Ž . Ž .K K
Ž . Ž .From 15 and 22 we obtain
TTT T x , x  y f x y g x   h x 	 0  x X . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J J
Ž . Ž .Now from 16 and 17 we have
T T Ty f x y f x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž .J J   . 24Ž .T Ty g x y g xŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Substituting this value of  in 23 and using 19 , we get for all x X
TT T x , x  y f x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /J J
TTy f x   h xŽ . Ž .Ž .J J T y g x 	 0.Ž .Tž /y g xŽ .
This is equivalent to
TTy f x   h xŽ . Ž .Ž .J JTT x , x  	 0,  x X , 25Ž . Ž .Tž /y g xŽ .
which along with the hypothesis of the theorem yields
T TT Ty f x   h x y f x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .J J J J	 ,  x X ;T Ty g x y g xŽ . Ž .
i.e.,
L x , y ,  	 L x , y ,   x X . 26Ž .Ž . Ž .G J G J
Ž .Since x is GFP -optimal with  as optimal value, from Lemma 2.2 we
have
f x g x  q 0. 27Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .For y Y, 27 , 16 , and 19 yield
T Ty f x y f xŽ . Ž .
  .T Ty g x y g xŽ . Ž .
  J  Ž .Now let   R and therefore  h x  0. Then from the aboveJ  J J
inequality we have
Ty f xŽ .
  h x  . 28Ž . Ž .J JTy g xŽ .
 T  J Ž . Ž .Let    y g x for   R ; then from 28 we obtainJ J J 
TTy f x Ž . Ž .J h x  29Ž . Ž .JT Ty g x y g xŽ . Ž .
and hence
TTT Ty f x   h x y f x   h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .J J J J  ;T Ty g x y g xŽ . Ž .
i.e.,
L x , y ,   L x , y ,  30Ž .Ž . Ž .G J G J
for all y Y and   R  J .J 
Ž . Ž .From 26 and 30 we get
L x , y ,   L x , y ,   L x , y , Ž . Ž . Ž .G J G J G J
for all x S, y Y, and   R  J .J 
Ž .  J THEOREM 2.6 necessary condition . Let for all fixed y Y,   R ,J 
K  Ž T Ž . T Ž . Ž .T Ž ..  R, and   R , let y f  y g    h  be inex withK  J J
Ž .T Ž .respect to  and let  h  be quasi inex with respect to the same . LetK K
Ž . 
 x be optimal for GFP and a suitable constraint qualification 9 holds for
 J Ž . Ž . Ž .EGFP . Then there exists y,   Y R such that x, y,  is a saddle J  J
point for the incomplete Lagrange function L .G
Proof. The proof follows on the lines of Theorem 2.5.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.7 sufficient condition . Let x, y,  be a saddle point ofJ
TŽ . Ž .the incomplete Lagrange function L ; then  h x  0 and x is anG J J
Ž .optimal solution for GFP .

 Proof. The proof follows on the lines of 3 .
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Remark 2.2. For the case when f , g , and h are convex functionsi i j
and the same g is not affine, it will be necessary to assume that f 	 0 fori i
n Ž T Ž . Ž .T Ž .. T Ž .all x R . It will be further required that y f u   h u y g uJ J
	 0 is taken in Theorem 2.5 and  	 0 is taken in Theorem 2.6. These
assumptions are also required when f , g , and h are invex functions.i i j
Remark 2.3. The results proved here can also be proved, under appro-
priate conditions and modifications in proofs, for multiobjective, continu-
ous, and variational type programming problems.
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